
Hubertus Giinther Vincenzo Scamozzi comments on the architectural treatise 
of Sebastiano Serlio

r Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition 
°J tbefirstfive books, Venke 15)1, exemplar 
totth tbe glosses by Vincenzo Scamozzi, title 
page witb exlibris by Scamozzi.

Our contribution treats a copy of the archi- 
tectural treatise of Sebastiano Serlio, wherein 
Scamozzi has written annotations hy his own 
hand. He has indicated on its title page: “De’ libri 
di Vic.o Scamozzi" and signed one of the glosses 
(ills. 1-2). I came across the volume in 2011 at 
the Antiquarian Book Fair in the Grand Palais

in Paris where it was offered by Bonnefoi Livres 
Anciens and thereupon the Ernst von Siemens 
Foundation has acquired it for the Zentralinsti- 
tut fiir Kunstgeschichte in Munich1. It attracts 
particular interest as Scamozzi has edited the 
treatise of Serlio.

Serlio published his treatise gradually in in- 
dividual books2. The work had a huge success. It 
appeared in many editions and various languag- 
es throughout Europe. First were printed the 
two crucial books, both by Francesco Marcoli- 
ni in Venice: in 1537 the doctrine of the orders 
of columns as the Fourth Book and in 1540 the 
presentation of ancient buildings in Rome and 
throughout Italy as Third Book. The columns 
doctrine remained instrumental until the early 
20th century, although it had been modified in 
details and the principles on which it is based 
had changed. The book on ancient buildings re- 
mained unique up to 1682 when Antoine Desgo- 
detz had published Les e'difices antiques de Rome on 
behalf of the French Academy. After Serlio had 
left Venice and entered the service of the king of 
France, appeared in Paris three smaller books on 
the geometric basics of architecture, perspective 
and church design. In 1551 the Venetian pub- 
lisher Cornelio Nicolini launched the five books 
hitherto published in a representative collection 
in folio format - as was the original format. The 
publisher has changed hardly anything on the 
books; the old title pages and dedications are 
maintained; there is not even a special preface or 
a dedication. In a copy of this edition Scamozzi 
has written his notes.

From 1566, the Venetian publisher Francesco 
de’ Franceschi & Johann Kruger took charge of 
editing Serlio’s treatise. 1566 he brought out his 
first edition of Serlio’s books, 1569 a Latin trans- 
lation. The same publisher has published since 
1556 also Daniele Barbaro’s comment on Vit- 
ruvius that was exemplary for the Renaissance. 
The new Italian edition of Serlio’s treatise is 
dedicated to Daniele Barbaro. It is considerably 
altered. While the Latin translation maintains 
the original folio format, it is, as Franceschini 
puts it in the dedication, “reduced in convenient 
form”, that is reduced to Quarto format. So the 
publisher takes into account Serlio’s demand, to 
reach a wide audience. For the smaller format all 
illustrations had to be completely remade. V> the 
first five books is added the Libro Estraordinario, 
which had appeared meanwhile. The title pag-
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2. Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition 
of the first five books, Venice 1551, exemplar 
viith tbe glosses by Vincenzo Scamozzi,
Third Book, signed gloss by Scamozzi at 
the representation ofthe baths of Diocletian.

es are largely changed, the old dedications are 
deleted, in spite of the diminishment the illus- 
trations are not markedly changed, the texts are 
reset, but only quite superficially revised.

After the antiquarian Jacopo Strada had pub- 
lished in 15 7 5 posthumous Serlio’s Seventh Book in 
Frankfurt, Francesco de’ Franceschi & Johannes 
Kruger in 1584, 1600 and 1618/19 brought out 
new editions in Quarto format in which it is add- 
ed (ill. 3)3. In the edition of 1584 the dedication 
to Barbaro is maintained, even though he had 
died in 1570; in the following editions, it is de- 
leted. The newly attached Seventh Book is ded- 
icated to Vincenzo Scamozzi, who is addressed 
like a potent magnate as “molto magnifico sig. 
mio osservandissimo”. Franceschi emphasises in 
the dedication how much cure and work he had 
invested in the edition, as he “wanted to satisfy 
his antiquarian and right desire with it”.

The new editions also contain an unusual- 
ly detailed index that does not simply list the 
keywords, but partly appends observations and

comments reflecting on special items. Many 
books of the Renaissance have indices, such as, 
for example, Barbaro’s comment on Vitruvius. 
So comprehensive indices are rare, but there are 
similar ones, usually in books by ancient authors, 
as the index with explanations of the terms, that 
Francesco Durantino has added to his Vitruvius 
edition of 1535, or Francesco Sansovino’s trans- 
lation of the Lives of Plutarch, edited in 1564 by 
the Venetian publisher Vincenzo Valgrisi, “con 
le Tavole delle cose notabili copiosissime [...], 
con sommarij & utili Postille, che dichiarono i 
luoghi Oscuri de ‘testi per via di discorsi”.

Vincenzo Scamozzi’s father Gian Domeni- 
co has created the index to Serlio’s treatise, the 
comments reflect “the opinion” of Vincenzo 
Scamozzi about Serlio’s statements. A special 
case is how much the index is trumpeted. Un- 
like ordinary indexes, its authors are mentioned 
and in addition, two effusive “sonnets on the in- 
dex of Gian Domenico” are added. The editions 
of 1600 and 1618/19 include also a “Discourse 
on the parts of architecture” by Gian Domen- 
ico that Vincenzo has shortly supplemented in 
some places. The book is opened by a letter 
from Lodovico Roncone, a friend of Vincenzo 
Scamozzi, to Francesco de’ Franceschi, contain- 
ing an exuberant and lengthy obituary of the late 
Gian Domenico who had died two years ago and 
a eulogy to Vincenzo. Roncone submits here also 
that it was him who had the manuscripts of Gian 
Domenico found between the papers of Vincen- 
zo and rnade sure that they were included in the 
editions. All this happened, as he emphasizes, 
commissioned by Vincenzo.

There is little known of Vincenzo’s father4. 
Roncone attaches to him “unique value in the 
profession of the buildings”. Contemporary docu- 
ments describe his profession as carpentario, faleg- 
name or marangon (carpenter). Fle is never called 
an architect, but he worked as such. He once is 
referred to as mercante di lcgname (merchant of tim- 
ber). The trade apparently hrought him enough 
wealth to afford an elitist antiquarian training for 
his son. Roncone and Francesco Sansovino’s Guule 
of Vmice assign an interest in architectural theory 
to him5. There is no conclusive reason to doubt 
that Gian Domenico possessed the mental capacity 
for that, though he did not rise to high fame. He 
has written a striking number of architectural ex- 
pertises. The necessary measurements presuppose 
that he was trained in mathematical terms. First 
of all, he was apparendy a clear mind, because this 
should be, besides integrity, particularly important 
for expertises. Many Italian architects, who became 
not so prominent that they attract much attention 
nowadays, emerged from the craft, pursued their 
craft in addition to the tasks of the architect and 
operated trading building materials and the likert. 
Generally comparable with Gian Domenico are 
Andrea Palladio as one of the few fainous arehitects 
who emerged from the craft, or Giovanni Battis-
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3. Sebastiano Serlio, Tutte l’Opere 
d’Architettura, Venice 1584, title page.

4. Sebastiano Serlio, Tutte l’Opere 
d’Architettura et Prrospetiva [sic], Venice 
1600, Third Book, comparison
of measurement units.

ta Bertani, who demonstrated on the facade of his 
house in Mantua, how to construct the Ionic order 
as described by Vitruvius, and behind the house 
operated a brickyard factory.

The copy of Serlio’s treatise in which Vin- 
cenzo has written, probably constitutes an heir- 
loom front his father because Vincenzo was only 
three years old, when it appeared. At what time 
Vincenzo has written its annotations, is uncer- 
tain. At one point he refers to the “memory of 
my father” (p. 52). As Gian Domenico died in 
1582, one might suppose that the postils served 
to prepare the edition of 1584. But it is possi- 
ble that they emerged at different times. If they 
should have helped to prepare the copy of 1584, 
it would have made more sense to use the former 
edition of the same publishing house (of 1566). 
Anyway, they surely did not serve to prepare Vin- 
cenzo’s comments in the index. Parallels between 
the two are very rare. Perhaps part of the glosses 
served for a supplement that was actually neces- 
sary for the Quarto editions: in the title page of 
the First book, which serves as title of the whole 
1566 edition and of some exemplars of the later 
editions, is indicated: “with new addition of mea- 
sures...” (ill. 3). This applies to the book on an- 
tiquities in which Serlio indicates the dimensions

of the buildings. Therefore he illustrates scales 
and explains them in the text. The circumstance 
that five different units are used hampers the un- 
derstanding of the measurements. In the Quar- 
to edition, the scales are of course reduced, but 
unfortunately the texts are only partially adapt- 
ed to their new length. In the edition of 1551 
Scamozzi has added a striking number of expla- 
nations of scales and of new scales and at the very 
outset he specifies how the Roman palmo and pie- 
de is converted in the Venetian piede (ill. 5, 19). 
All this, in contrast to the other glosses, is writ- 
ten in calligraphy. These supplements could well 
have been intended for the print. However, only 
in the edition of 1600 an overview of the units of 
measures is inserted, and this is otherwise predis- 
posed than the glosses are (ill. 4).

None of the writings accompanying the new 
editions indicate what has particularly attracted 
the publisher and the two Scamozzi to Serlio’s 
treatise. There is no eulogy on the author as was 
otherwise common. For Gian Domenico might 
have been appealing, next to the seminal im- 
portance of the work, Serlio’s intent to convey 
the science of architecture to a broad audience. 
Therefore Serlio has written the text in a simp- 
le and easily understandable manner and chosen
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5. Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition 
of the first five books, Venice 1551, exemplar 
viith the glosses by Vincenzo Scamozzi,
Third Book, theatre ofMarcellus, ground 
plan.

the form of a picture book. In academic circles 
Serlio’s approach was at once subjected to criti- 
cism7, but it was certainly sympathetic to a crafts- 
man, as was Gian Domenico. In the “Discourse”, 
he demands along the lines of Vitruvius a broad 
theoretical education of the architect, but ac- 
cording to his social status he treats the practi- 
cal tasks of architects and especially of building 
tradesmen in detail.

Moreover, Gian Domenico seemingly had a 
certain personal attachment to Serlio. Vincenzo 
notes to Serlio’s remark that he had the mea- 
sures of the theatre of Pola by a foreign designer, 
“from which is clearly recognized that Serlio has 
measured neither these nor other buildings, but 
had his drawings from special people, as assured 
to me the memory of my father, who knew him 
in his youth” (p. 52)8.

The occasion on which Gian Domenico met 
Serlio came certainly, when Serlio in 1539 vis- 
ited Vicenza to set up a wooden theatre in the 
courtyard of the Palazzo Porto. Gian Domeni- 
co probably helped as an apprentice there. Al- 
though he was then only 13 years old, the theatre 
might have particularly impressed him. Vincen-

zo boasts the scene in the index as “the greatest 
that was ever made until then”.

Vincenzo has never brought himself to value 
Serlio’s merit. If his glosses are always taken lit- 
erally, he would have had little respect for Serlio’s 
intellectual capacity. In his copy of Serlio’s trea- 
tise for example, he comments the description of 
the orders of the Colosseum: “Serlio speaks here 
beside the point, he mixes the general things 
with the details, as he always does” (p. 68)'\

But Scamozzi’s comments should be seen in a 
broader context. In many of his postils he gives 
negative opinions on Renaissance architects. 
Even for his idol Palladio he could not bring 
himself to pronounce much praise. Scamozzi’s 
blanket condemnation of Serlio’s logic can be 
compared with glosses by other authors and con- 
temporary commentaries on Vitruvius. It was at 
that time quite widespread, to speak badly about 
Vitruvius, although there was hardly anyone who 
denied seriously his fundamental iinportance for 
architectural theory. Scamozzi disparages in his 
glosses Vitruvius as lump-sum as Serlio. Inigo 
Jones dismisses in his glosses to Palladio’s Quattro 
Libri Scamozzi similarly powerful: he cited there
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6. Rome, Theatre of Marcellus, 
Doric arcade.

Serlio’s wise statement on the “extravagance”, as 
Scamozzi says in a commentary to it, that the 
upper entablature of the Colosseum has the con- 
soles for once set into the frieze instead of the 
cornice, and comments: “this secret Scamozio 
being purblind understoode nott”10.

In the index Scamozzi specifies his note that 
Serlio had not measured himself the buildings 
presented in his book on antiquities to the ef- 
fect “that Serlio had large parts of the antiquities 
from others”; in the editions of 1600 and 1619, 
he adds: “they say that he had also the works of 
Baldassare Peruzzi, see Vasari in the Life of Bal- 
dassare”11, and in his copy of Vasari’s Lives, he 
comments on the statement: “he began a book 
on the antiquities of Rome and to comment Vit- 
ruvius”: “this book is perhaps the one that now 
appears under the name of Serlio”12. Scamozzi’s 
references may be put in the context of the criti- 
cism, which immediately rose to Serlio’s treatise. 
Torello Sarayna warned on the title page of his 
book on the antiquities ofVerona (1540) of Ser- 
lio’s Third Book, which had just appeared, as there 
would be much in words and pictures misrepre- 
sented because Serlio had not seen the buildings 
in Verona and copied them unmindful from for- 
eign models. Guillaume Philandrier complained 
in his commentary on Vitruvius of 1544 about 
the Third Book: “would he have merely written 
what he has seen himself, rather than to accept 
what others have measured”13.

However, as Scamozzi drew up his note, the 
situation had changed: on the one hand, it is like- 
ly to have gradually transpired, that such a com- 
prehensive book on antiquities as that of Serlio 
could hardly be made otherwise than by using 
foreign architectural surveys. Scamozzi should

have noticed how complex it was to survey the 
buildings. Although he has underlined time and 
again how thoroughly he had studied antiquity 
himself, he had apparently only a few buildings 
measured by himself. His notes to Serlio show, 
that he had not even measured the Arco dei Gavi 
in Verona, although it was important for the 
theorists, because it had often been attributed 
to Vitruvius. Also Palladio has used for his book 
on ancient temples foreign architectural surveys. 
On the other hand, the critics of Serlio mean- 
while went overboard with excessive polemic. It 
spread to assert that Serlio had plagiarized his 
entire treatise from Peruzzi. This is demonstra- 
bly false. By contrast, Scamozzi’s note, “that Ser- 
lio had large parts of the antiquities from others” 
is nothing else than objectively true.

Vmcenzo had probably learned from his 
father also to appreciate Serlio’s intention to 
spread the architectural knowledge for a wide 
audience. He emphasizes beyond measure how 
comprehensive his formation was and how nec- 
essary was the formation of a good architect, but 
he also calls for practical experience. He seems 
to have temporarily worked in his youth with his 
father as a craftsman and evaluator. In 1575 he is 
listed in a building document together with his 
father and they are both referred to as carpenta- 
rii. In the index he opposes the architects who 
were not trained in building practise: “according 
to Scamozzi, all the works of architects who have 
long been a painter before, without studying the 
materials, are always weak, dry and often dis- 
proportionate and difficult to execute, because 
they project a lot of unnecessary things without 
taking into account the importance of tectonics, 
and invent dreams and chimeras, because they 
have no practical experience with the quality of 
the materials”14. This polemic concerns the “pil- 
lars devised by Bramante under the dome of St. 
Peter, damaged and cracked in several places”. 
Likewise, one might relate it to the collapse of 
the vault of the Libreria Marciana built by Jaco- 
po Sansovino, the state builder of the Republic 
of Venice, who was trained as a sculptor. The 
reproval applies to most of the prominent archi- 
tects of Italy, because they were usually trained 
as visual artists.

Anyway, as is well known Vincenzo was strong- 
ly influenced by Serlio. His architectural treatise 
testified this, and he has attentively noted in the 
glosses to Pietro Cataneo’s architectural treatise 
(1567) and to Barbaro’s commentary ofVitruvius, 
what they had adopted ffom Serlio’s books15.

Vincenzo focused on commenting the two 
seminal books of Serlio, the Fourth Book on the 
orders of columns and particularly the Third Book 
about ancient buildings. The Third Book con- 
cerns the formal appearance of buildings. Serlio 
states explicidy that the history and function of 
the antiquities are unimportant for it16. Scamozzi 
accounts for this in his glosses. He keeps his
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7. Vitruvius, I Dieci Libri 
dell’Architettura di M. Vitruvio,
Tradotti et commentati da Mons. Daniel 
Barbaro, Venice 1S67, Doric entablature.

8. Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition
of thefirst five books, Venice 1551, Fourth 
Book, Doric entablature of the theatre 
of Marcellus.

knowledge of history here largely back, although 
he knew at least the Roman guidebooks of Mar- 
liano and Fauno, even though he demonstrates 
in the Discorsi sopra VAntichita di Roma (1582) his 
knowledge of Roman history and in his architec- 
tural treatise digresses with exuberant erudition 
to point out far-fetched historical circumstances 
and although Serlio, in the light of the knowl- 
edge of this time, already provided ample cause 
for corrections or complements in this field.

In the index Scamozzi corrects two out-dated 
informations of Serlio on the identity of build- 
ings (temple of the Forum of Augustus, temple 
on the northern slope of the Quirinal). In his 
annotations he adds two ancient sources. His 
special interest in ancient theatres and arenas has 
also been reflected in the glosses. He tries to cal- 
culate how many spectators found space there, 
or to reconstruct, how the seats of the spectators 
were originally disposed. This argument shall 
not be discussed here further.

Serlio intends with the Third Book not only 
to represent the ancient buildings, but will teach 
mainly to distinguish between what is good at 
them and worthy of imitation, and what is bad 
and should be avoided17. This applies to the or-

ders of columns. They were the essential part 
that the Renaissance took over from antiquity. 
They constitute not only the theme of the Fourth 
Book, but are also the focus of Serlio’s comments 
in the Third Book. Scamozzi adopts in his archi- 
tectural treadse the intent to teach how to dis- 
tinguish hetween good and bad elements18. In his 
comments to the Third Book he focuses on the 
orders of columns. His notes are evidence of the 
prohlem, on what grounds the distinction should 
be established. We shall now give some exam- 
ples. The point is to show how wide intellectual 
backgrounds resonate in the glosses, even if they 
sound superficially harmless.

We begin with Scamozzi’s comments on Ser- 
lio’s treatment of the elevation of the Theatre of 
Marcellus (p. 46)(ills. 5-6). During the Renais- 
sance the theatre attracted special interest, not 
only because it confirms that a Roman theatre 
looks really similar to the description of Vitruvi- 
us, but also because its architectural members are 
particularly well shaped, and as it forms the best 
example for the otherwise rarely preserved Doric 
and Ionic order in Roman architecmre. There- 
fore Serlio treats here the orders of columns in 
detail and gives a dedicated statement of his doc-
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l)- Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, Della 
Architettura [...] secondo i precetti 
di Vitruvio, Venice 1590, derivation ofthe 
Doric entahlature frorn wooden construction.

10. Sehastiano Serlio’s Collccted edition 
°f the first five books, Venice 1551, Third 
Rook, Arch ofTitus, entahlature with 
dentil heneath consoles.

trine. Scamozzi reacts with many glosses to that.
Scamozzi notes on the Doric entablature: 

“Vitruvius makes the cornice very weak and poor 
of members; for that he is praised by Serlio, who 
likes this manner”19. That sounds superficially as 
if only a small difference in taste were mentioned. 
The cornice, which results from Vitruvius’ de- 
scription of the Doric entablature, seems really a 
bit meagre (ill. 7). This is mainly because Vitru- 
vius excludes to insert dentil in the cornice of the 
Doric entablature. The Theatre of Marcellus is 
not adhering to this rule (ill. 8). Although Serlio 
highly comntends its elements, he evaluates the 
deviation from Vitruvius as a mistake that, as he 
strongly warns, should not be imitated under any 
circumstances.

Serlio judges here so categorically because he 
abides in principle by Vitruvius “as a leader and 
infallible rule” and as nobody else had written 
better about architecture. “Even if an ancient ar- 
chitect has been licentious, then we may by no 
means be like that”. Vignola takes in his book 
on columns the opposite position: he declares 
the ancient buildings rather decisively. Scamozzi 
represents a mediating position similar to Pal- 
ladio. He thinks both are needed, Vitruvius and

the ancient monuments, to forrn the orders of 
columns in an appropriate way.

Scamozzi follows the principle that the ap- 
peal to authorities does not create any meaning- 
ful justification for an issue. This attitude was an 
essential driving force for the spiritual revolution 
of the Renaissance against the Middle Ages as a 
whole. The ratio was expected to constitute the 
decisive criterion for the right choice. Therefore 
he responds to Serlio’s assurance, that Vitruvi- 
us constitutes the highest authority, as categor- 
ically: “the ratio must prevail over all ancient 
authorities and examples”20. In the index he op- 
poses to the “opinion of Serlio that one should 
give full faith on the observations of Bramante”: 
“to Scamozzi it seems that one should observe 
all things that are done with reason, and not the 
authority of anyone”21.

There was a consensus omnium throughout the 
Renaissance, that the ratio of architecture and all 
art is ever determined by nature. Vitruvius de- 
duces the orders of column from wooden con- 
structions, and that was the theoretical basis for 
architecture in the eyes of the Renaissance. The 
entablamre of stone reflects the elements previ- 
ously made of wood22: the architrave emerged
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11. Venice, Libreria Maniana. from the transom above the columns, the tri-
glyphs from the beams of the ceiling above, 
consoles in the cornice from the roof beams, the 
dentil from the slats above. So the dentil by its 
very nature must not be attached beneath con- 
soles, as Serlio repeatedly emphasizes in the 
Thinl Book. Giovanni Antonio Rusconi has rep- 
resented this relationship in his architectural 
treatise (1590) (ill. 9). Nevertheless dentil under 
consoles is a very common motif in ancient en- 
tablatures (ill. 10), and thatwas often imitated in 
the Renaissance; a prominent example in Venice 
forms Sansovino’s Libreria Marciana, which is 
clearly influenced by the Theatre of Marcellus 
(ill. 11). Unimpressed by this, Serlio reaffirms, 
many would cry out against the attitude of Vit- 
ruvius because so many architects after Vitruvius 
have arranged the dentil beneath consoles that 
one may assume in this case what occurs in an- 
tiquity; but there precludes that all is turned up- 
side down when the principles are negated23.

As Scamozzi regards the derivation from tim- 
ber as the ultima ratio of architecture, he also 
takes it more important than ancient buildings 
and rejects dentil beneath consoles as Serlio 
does (ill. 12). He criticizes the opulence of the 
entablatures by Vgnola and Sansovino, he even 
wanted to alter the Ionic entablature of the first 
floor of the Libreria Marciana according to his 
own principles24. But from Vtruvius’ deduction 
of architecture from wooden construction does 
not follow conclusively why the dentil should 
not to be attached in the Doric entablature. On 
the contrary, by this same reasoning it has a good 
sense there. Apparently therefore Scamozzi as 
Vgnola does not follow Vitruvius at this point, 
but adheres to the Theatre of Marcellus and 
adapts the dentil in the Doric cornice (ill. 13). 
He refers to that by the note: “Vtruvius makes 
the cornice very weak and poor of members”.

Scamozzi has much to complain about the 
rules of Vitruvius for entablatures, therefore 
he says sweepingly to the following directive 
of Serlio, that one must generally abide by the 
proportions that Vitruvius specifies for the en- 
tablature: “Vitruvius has described no forms of 
cornices and the other (parts of) entablatures, 
which might be called good style; but he always 
speaks about the things in this way”25. In the ldea 
della Architettura Universale Scamozzi reveals in 
detail what he considers inappropriate in Vtru- 
vius’ description of entablatures.

In Scamozzi’s eyes the text of Vtruvius is 
flawed not only because it does not consistently 
adhere to the ratio, but also because it is incom- 
plete. This touches Serlio’s indication that the 
capitals and imposts on the ground floor of the 
Theatre of Marcellus would conform to Vitruvi- 
us. Here Serlio speaks beside the point. The cap- 
itals are different from Vtruvius; Serlio himself 
does not like how Vitruvius describes the Doric 
capitals - therefore he believes that the ancient 
text was corrupted over time. By means of that 
reasoning, he advises in the Fourth Book to give 
the Doric capitals a more ample projection than 
Vitruvius indicates, thus to form them more like 
those of the Theatre of Marcellus26. Scamozzi 
passes over this inconsistency, but he corrects: 
“Vtruvius wrote neither on imposts nor on oth- 
er elements of arcades” 27. That’s right, Vitruvi- 
us really does not write anything about it, and 
this deficiency was severe for the Renaissance, 
because arcades were then an essential element 
of architecture, much more important than the 
porticos with freestanding columns that Vitruvi- 
us deals with in detail. Since Vignola the gap in 
the doctrine of columns was usually filled, also 
by Scamozzi.

Similarly, other parts had been added which 
are absent in Vitruvius, but now were essential, 
as particularly the pedestals. Scamozzi comments 
on them in a gloss to the Fourth Book (fol. 6r). 
Serlio admits there that Vtruvius does not treat
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12. Vmcenzo Scamozzi, L’ldea della 
Architettura Universale, Venice 1615, 
Part Two, Sixth Book, Corinthian 
entahlature.

15. Vincenzo Scamozzi, L’ldea della 
Architettura Universale, Venice 1615, 
Part Two, Sixth Book, Doric entablature.

pedestals and therefore he had supplemented 
them on his own. In ancient buildings pedestals 
are rare, but the Renaissance, because of its strict 
sense of order, needed them to mediate between 
columns and wall. Serlio designs the pedestals 
according to the triumphal arches as the most 
prominent of the few ancient examples of the el- 
ement. There he finds, however, only a model 
for the Corinthia and Composita. He invents the 
other pedestals according to the principle that 
all orders generally must have the same types of 
elements and are increasing in richness and ele- 
gance in the sequence of Tuscan, Dorica, Ionica, 
Corinthia, Composita. As usual in the Renais- 
sance, Scamozzi adheres to this classification. In 
his gloss, he compiles passages of Vitruvius and 
other ancient authors with the aim to justify the 
supplement of pedestals.

Notwithstanding its apodictic reference to 
Vitruvius, Serlio breaks several times the rules. 
In the Fourth Book he prescribes to form the Co- 
rinthian capital as Vitruvius indicates28, but in the 
Third Book, he prefers, as it had long been com- 
mon in this case, to give the Corinthian capital 
a more elegant appearance, that is to enlarge its 
height along the lines of many esteemed ancient 
monuments like the Pantheon or the Arch of Tra- 
jan in Ancona29. The contradiction with Vitruvius 
is again justified by the assumption that the text is 
corrupt. Scamozzi has a gloss on this text suggest- 
ing that Serlio contradicts himself hereJ0. This is 
more than a detail, even though the note draws

attention only to a minimal discrepancy. Here be- 
comes evident that the rules of Vitruvius generally 
do not form secure maxims, not even for Serlio, 
and that it is necessary therefore to consider the 
good ancient buildings as well.

In his treatment of the theatre of Marcellus 
Serlio observes that the Romans had learned the 
art of architecture from the Greeks, but later had 
become licentious, and rhapsodises: “Who could 
see the wonderful works of the Greeks, who are 
nearly all wiped out and destroyed by time and 
wars, would surely judge that the Greek things 
rise far above the Rornan”. Scamozzi comments 
dryly: “As the works of the Greeks do no lon- 
ger exist, you can not compare them with those 
of the Romans or appreciate them higher than 
those”31. That’s logic. Despite the fact that the 
Parthenon at the time stood upright still com- 
pletely preserved, there was virtually nothing of 
the Greek architecture firsthand known in the 
West. Only, in view of the impressive ancient re- 
ports on Greek buildings one can easily cornpre- 
hend Serlio’s expectation. But Scamozzi does not 
operate here pure casuistry. Actually, his funda- 
mental problem is again the question of to justi- 
fy either the priority of Vitruvius before ancient 
buildings or the priority of ancient buildings be- 
fore Vitruvius.

Serlio takes the view at his time widely held, 
that good architecture arose among the Greeks, 
from whom the Romans inherited it since Au- 
gustus, but over the empire it lost in quality as
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14. Vitruvius, I Dieci Libri 
dell’Architettura di M. Vitruvio, Tradotti 
et commentati da Mons. Daniel Barbaro, 
Venice 1561, temple of the Etmscavs.
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well as the visual arts. The design of the Baths 
of Diocletian is no longer appropriate for him. 
He points out similar serious malformations 
even at the supposed Temple of Peace erected 
by Vespasian (currently considered the Basilica 
of Constantine), although Pliny boasts it as one 
of the most beautiful buildings, which have ever 
existed. Vitruvius wrote his architectural treatise 
in the golden era of Augustus. He dedicated it to 
the Emperor as a sort of guideline for the renew- 
al of Rome acclaimed by Suetonius of a primitive 
city of brick to a gleaming metropolis of marble. 
He oriented himself clearly at the ornate archi- 
tecture that the Greeks had developed. That is 
what Serlio addresses in his explanations to the 
Theatre ofMarcellus, and what Scamozzi refuses 
in his gloss.

Scamozzi assumes a development of architec- 
ture that follows a universal historical law. In the 
Idea, he invents the metaphor of natural growth 
for it: as was generally supposed, the architec- 
ture was born in the Middle East, in Egypt and 
Babylon, and grew up then juvenile in Greece, 
but only among the Romans, in the late period 
of the Republic and under the “good emper- 
ors”, as he says, it gradually attained maturity32. 
From that follows: with the Greeks it had not 
yet reached the quality level of Vitruvius, and it 
came to its full artistic maturity only after Vitru- 
vius. The Roman buildings from the time of the 
“good emperors” surpassed therefore those of 
the Greeks, as Scamozzi expressly states - even 
though he lcnew those of the Greeks as little as 
Serlio did. In his opinion the ratio is in the Ro- 
man buildings of the early imperial period more

evident than with Vitruvius, as the most promi- 
nent of them emerged after Vitruvius. This ver- 
sion of development counters Scamozzi in his 
index against Serlio: “According to Scamozzi, 
the good architecture was in the last days of the 
Republic and in the time of the good emperors, 
previously there was not that knowledge and af- 
terwards grew the bad habit so, that it blocked 
the path to reason [...]”33.

Moreover Scamozzi addresses for once the is- 
sue, how much Vitruvius could have seen of Ro- 
man architecture. He contradicts several times 
Pietro Cataneo by arguing that Vitruvius had 
not experienced the best Roman architecture, as 
it were represented at first by the Pantheon and 
other buildings34. In his glosses to Barbaro’s edi- 
tion of Vitruvius and Bertani’s treatise on L’opera 
lonica di Vitruvio (1558), he points out that Vitru- 
vius had apparently not even seen the construc- 
tion of the Pantheon35. Thus he explains why 
Vitruvius did take no building in the kind of the 
Pantheon into account, although it ranked as the 
culmination of Roman architecture in the eyes of 
the Renaissance. At that time the present build- 
ing was presumed to be identical to that Agrip- 
pa had built in honour of Augustus. The further 
advancement of architecture in the period after 
Vitruvius made Scamozzi understand why the ar- 
chitectural elements of buildings as magnificent 
as the Pantheon differ front Vitruvius.

But even these magnificent buildings did not 
meet constantly the ideals of the Renaissance. 
In the case of the Pantheon for example, there 
bothered the arcade over the main niche, be- 
cause it cuts abruptly in the pilasters of the tam- 
bour. This was explained by the fact reported in 
ancient writings that the Pantheon was altered 
later on36. In the index, Scamozzi discusses with 
Serlio the question of what has been changed, 
the Arcade or the pilasters. Even if the Dor- 
ic entahlature was accepted as well formed, the 
Theatre of Marcellus in the eyes of the Renais- 
sance, Scamozzi included, despite all the admi- 
ration had an error: the Doric columns missing 
bases. According to the principle of a uniforin 
set of elements, all columns needed bases in the 
Renaissance. For their absence at the Dorica of 
the Theatre of Marcellus Scamozzi found the ex- 
planation: “The reason why some things of the 
buildings are altered is, because they are com- 
posed of the spoils of other buildings”37.

In the Idea Scamozzi also deals with the einer- 
gence of architecture before its youthful blooin 
among the Greeks. Serlio’s Third Book once gives 
him opportunity to comment this topic. Serlio 
deviates there from his unhistorical attitude and 
quotes in extenso the then famous report of Di- 
odorus Siculus about ancient Egypt as a basis 
for the presentation of the Pyramid of Gheops 
and the Sphinx according to the report of Marco 
Grimani who had visited and surveyed them. At 
this point Scamozzi demonstrates his immense
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mii Jato eicuna rc£»U i< i ft.'U'jati, dedt pieJejlah : 
percbc ne ranttjuita , per jiaito ft uede , ftefte tai 
eofe fu'oio faue Jjglt ArcbtteJt fecondo gli loro act 
cidcna t bifogii, o pe* ejfaltation de le colome,opcr 
afctnfm a i portici eon i graii , 0 per altri loro act 
compi$nun:nU ; ^iaJicara ; mentre cbe non fumo 
ajlreJt da necesjtta , fi deffe 4 dafcbedana mam.ra 
dt coiome tl fuo accon noiato pteJejhdo , con alcunc 
ragtoni probabili. Minifejla cofa e cbe‘l pieJeftalo 
uuol effer almen juaJrato ,tntendo Jcl nc3t,fen^a U 
bafe ,c U cimt, tiJenJo adanjue la colonna Tboi 
fcanala ptu foda Ji cute 1‘altre fara il f*o piedeftao 
dt jujJrato perfetto, la fronte deljualc dce tfjtrjtan* 
to tlxpcco dc U btfe de U colo ma ,e t:\texjp Itotju 
diatfa tn {itltro parti-, & ru parte ft aggungterb per 
il ^occo J<i biffo, & altrtUanto fi dar 'j * U cima , li 
jtii m n'tri fun feix* tntaglio alcuno , e cofi cjjcnio 
U colonnt di fd parti, tl ptcJcftalo far4 n fe dt fei 
pacti proporttonalo 4 U <nu>
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*5- Sebastiano Serlio's Collected edition 
°t the first five books, Venice 1551, exemplar 
with the glosses by Vincenzo Scamozzi, 
Vonnh Book, Tnscan order of columns.

education as it were, in competition with Serlio 
(p. 94). He complements Serlio’s sources on an- 
cient Egyptian monuments and quotes a report 
of 1516 about it that Serlio has escaped.

Scamozzi states in the Idea, that Italy was 
dominated by the Etruscans from the Deluge 
until the Roman era38. They had built there 
only with the Tuscan order of columns or with 
the Rustica as the Egyptians. Afterwards the 
Greeks had invented the classical orders Doric, 
Ionic and Corinthian. The similarities between 
Tuscan and Doric order derive therefore most 
likely from the fact that the Greeks imitated the 
Etruscans. The Greeks are also said to have tak- 
en over the disposition of their temples from the 
Etruscans. Here evidently Italian patriotism de- 
termined the line of reasoning. Similarly, French 
humanists including Jean Lemaire de Belge had 
even previously turned the historical conditions 
upside down for the glory of their nation39.

No example of the order of columns of the 
Etruscans had heen preserved in the Renais- 
sance. There was Vitruvius’s description of a typ- 
ical Etruscan temple, but this was only a wood- 
en construction (ill. 14). Serlio has designed the

Tuscan order as a free simplified version of the 
Dorica (ill. 15). This idea came up before him in 
Rome, then went down into a number of com- 
ments or illustrations to Vitruvius and has deter- 
mined the idea of the Tuscan order up to the ear- 
ly 20th century40. Nevertheless, Palladio deviates 
in his architectural treatise from the usual simple 
form41. Instead, he forms the Tuscan order with 
multiplex profiles taking them over, as he explic- 
itly confirms, from the Arenas of Verona and 
Pola, which are very similar to each other in the 
style of their decor (ill. 16). Scamozzi approxi- 
mates in the Idea the Tuscan order even further 
to the Dorica by inserting metopes and triglyphs 
as derivatives from the primitive wood construc- 
tion (ill. 17)42. But he remains as Palladio in rich 
profiling the elements following the example 
of the Arenas of Verona and Pola. He does not 
justify his attitude at all. He contends that there 
were still many remains of Etruscan buildings. 
But what he enumerates then, is a conglomer- 
ation of literary reports, rusticated buildings of 
all kinds, Tuscan buildings from later periods or 
rudiments that were irrelevant for the orders of 
columns.
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16. Andrea Palladio, I Quattro Libri 
dell’Architettura, Venice 1570, First Book, 
Tuscan order of columns.

17. Vincenzo Scamozzi, L’ldea della 
Architettura Universale, Venice 1615, 
Part Ttvo, Sixth Book, Tuscan order of 
cohimns.

68 Dcll-Archltctt.dl Vlnc.Scamozzi,

An apostil of Scamozzi makes evident, why 
he and Palladio took the Arenas of Verona and 
Pola as model for the design of the Tuscan order. 
In Serlio’s presentation of the Arena of Verona 
(p. 72) Scamozzi copies an inscription indicating 
that the huilding had been built 503 years after 
the founding of Rome, that is, as was then cal- 
culated, 250 B.C. (ill. 18). The inscription was 
- as far as I know - for the first time published 
in 155043. Previously, the arena was usually dated 
to the golden era of Augustus and even often at- 
tributed to Vitruvius, because he was assumed to 
be from Verona.

Scamozzi adds just how long, according to the 
inscription, after the creation of the world and 
after the conquest of Troy the arena had been 
built. But it is already obvious what follows from 
the date: Serlio criticizes the Arenas of Verona 
and Pola as excessively coarse (ill. 19). Obvious- 
ly, the enormously old age explained now in the 
eyes of Palladio and Scamozzi the primitiveness. 
The early Italians or the Etruscans mastered the 
art of architecture naturally not yet as good as 
the Romans did later. For Palladio resulted ap- 
parently that in the Veneto there were the only 
buildings, which are characterized by the orig- 
inal Italian style, while other regions had only 
buildings whose style follows the foreign import 
ffom Greece. This meant a definite appreciation 
of the Venetian antiquities. The new version of 
the Tuscan style, advantageous as it was from 
the patriotic perspective, had little significance 
for the building practice. There Palladio and 
Scamozzi preferred Serlio’s principle of simpli-

fication. In the 18th century it had already been 
revealed that the inscription is a forgery. The 
construction of history according to one’s own 
ideological guidelines by means of a forgery had 
tradition in the Venetian Renaissance. The dat- 
ing of San Giacomo di Rialto into antiquity as 
the foundation monument of Venice was based 
on a forged document, too44.

Besides Ratio, patriotism is an essential ba- 
sis of Scamozzi’s thoughts on architecture. In his 
glosses to Vasari’s Lives, time and again he oppos- 
es it against the patriotism of Vasari: he rejects 
the bad assessment of his compatriot Fra Gio- 
condo, he finds nothing good in Alberti’s facade 
of Santa Maria Novella, in Vasari’s Uffizi and in 
Michelangelo’s entire buildings45. Vasari’s proud 
claim that the dome of Florence Cathedral was 
made better than all the domes of ancient con- 
structions, including even the Pantheon, he calls 
“the nonsense that the Florentine show-offs like 
tosay...”46. And when Vasari boasts, that antiques 
buildings had never reached such a height as the 
dome of Florence Cathedral, he counter-holds, 
“we see only a small part of their buildings”47. 
We have already seen this kind of arguing, but 
here it is used purely casuistic.

Scamozzi’s glosses may sometimes seem 
quite minimalistic, but they are typical of the 
architectural theory of the Renaissance and 
even of the way of thinking in the Renaissance 
as a whole. Just remember how great human- 
ists feuded hotly on behalve of the spelling of 
some individual letters etc. Specific issues were 
then often taken more iinportant than strained 
philosophical superstructures. Scamozzi con-
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<%■ Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition 
°J the first five books, Venice 1551, exemplar 
tvith the glosses by Vincenzo Scamozzi,
Third Book, Arena of Verona, ground plan.

19. Sebastiano Serlio’s Collected edition 
°f tbe firstfive books, Venice 1551, Third 
Sook, Arena ofVerona, elevation.

firms this expressly for himself in the Idea. This 
attitude of mind distinguishes the Renaissance 
from the Middle Ages. It marks the beginning of 
modern times and modern sciences. Scamozzi’s 
judgments about tiny details express finally ba- 
sics of architectural theory, albeit sometimes 
only indirectly. Consequent rationalism was 
considered of top priority, although some of the 
standards at which the Ratio was oriented, from 
the temporal distance seem less natural as was 
believed at that time. Mainly the systematolo- 
gy of the doctrine of columns was imposed on 
antiquity, contrary to reality. It resulted from 
rigorous order thinking that was rather inherit- 
ed from the Middle Ages. The line of argument 
did not as consistently follow abstract logic, as 
it claimed for itself, but was also animated by 
human feelings, as often from the devotion to 
one’s own country. The claims or requests that 
arose there from were reshaped for the con- 
struction of historic circumstances. This applies 
not only for Scamozzi but for the Renaissance 
overall. Thus the giosses may provide a little in- 
sight into the history of modern science.
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